Metro Industrial Areas Foundation (Metro IAF)  is affiliated with the Industrial Areas Foundation
(IAF), the nation’s first and largest network of multi-faith, broad-based citizen organizations. IAF has
seven decades of experience winning tough battles on housing, health care, education, living
wages, immigration rights, and other issues across the nation.
Metro IAF has had a strong base in the Islamic community dating back to the 1997 founding of
United Power, Metro IAF’s Chicago/Cook County affiliate. Today, Metro IAF affiliates in Northern Virginia,
Boston, New Haven/Bridgeport, Metro NYC, Washington DC, Maryland, Cleveland, Milwaukee, and
suburban Chicago have mosques and related Islamic organizations as active, dues paying members.
The issues and concerns of the Islamic community have been central to the organizing and actions
of these Metro IAF affiliates.

Our organizing together has resulted in many concrete victories:
In Northern Virginia, VOICE …
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Other Metro IAF Affiliates …
• Secured female only swimming
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Ended unwarranted Federal
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Organized two international
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as well as similar solidarity actions
in VA, MD, IL, MA, NC following the
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share experiences, and strategize
about how to increase Muslim
participation in IAF organizing.
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metro-iaf.org

voice-iaf.org

Thank you for supporting our work.

